Abstract. A matrix method of limitation is a generalization of both ordinary Toeplitz methods and semicontinuous methods. A power method is a generalization of both Abel's method and Borel's exponential method. The main concern of this paper is to find necessary and sufficient conditions for the field of a given power method to be included in the field of a given matrix method. The problem is solved for a wide family of power methods which includes all Abel type methods, the logarithmic method, all Borel type methods and others (also nonregular power methods). Preliminary results, which serve as tools in the solution of the main problem, clarify some aspects of the nature of the field of a power method as an FK space.
1. Introduction. First let us define a power method of limitation (see Birkholc [2] and Wjodarski [17] ). Such a method is determined by a power series with complex coefficients, P(x) = 2*LoP** > wnose radius of convergence, p > 0, is either finite or infinite and which satisfies P(x) # 0 for 0 < a < * < p. Assuming that 2 Pkskx>C converges for all * G [a,p) the P-limit of the sequence s = {sk) is defined by oo lim s = lim T(s,x), T(s,x) = 2 pkskxK/P(x) (a < x < p). r x-*p-v y k=0
Tp(s,x) is the P-transform of s. The best known power methods are those of Abel (with P(x) = 1/(1 -*)) and of Borel (with P(x) = e*).
Next we define a matrix method of limitation (here we follow M. Lazic [10] with some insignificant differences). Such a method is determined by a subset 7 of some topological space, a point of accumulation of 7, *0 (*0 El), which has a denumerable basis of neighborhoods, and a matrix of complex numbers all x £ / we define the W-limit of s by 00 lirn^ = lim Tw (s, x), Tw (s, x) = 2 wxksk (x E /). 0 *=o Tw(s,x) is the W-transform of j.
Obviously every power method is also a matrix method. Let us denote by cp the field of the method P, i.e., the set of all sequences which are P-convergent to a finite limit, by cj0) the set of all sequences which are P-convergent to zero, and by mp the set of all sequences whose P-transforms exist and are bounded. Let us also denote by cw, c®\ m^ the sets of sequences which are analogously related to the matrix method W.
The main objective of this article is to investigate inclusion relations of the type c' Ç cw n mw. It should be observed that in many interesting cases cw C mw. This is so, for example, if W is an ordinary Toeplitz method (i.e., if / = {1,2,...}, x0 = +co) or a power method, or any continuous method (see Wlodarski [17] ). In these cases the said relation is actually equivalent to c C c .
In the proofs we rely on the FK nature of c . This nature was realized and used by Zeller [21] , [22] , Wlodarski [17] , Ryll-Nardzewski [12] , Birkholc [2] and others. The theory of FK spaces as presented in Zeller's [18] and [19] (see also Wilansky [16] ) is assumed to be known to the reader.
Representations for linear continuous functionals on c axe of importance and were found by Zeller [21] , Wlodarski [17] and Birkholc [2] . We present a slightly different representation which appears to be useful. It turns out that the representation of a given continuous linear functional is never unique. This means that the zero functional has nontrivial representations. These representations are characterized in Theorem 2.2.5 which plays an important role in the derivation of the main results.
Let us denote e = (1,1,1,...), e"' = (0,..., 0,1,0,... ) where the single 1 is at the /th place. Many of our results are easier to formulate and prove in cases where the set U = [e] U {e^!'\l -0,1,...} is fundamental in cp. The characterization of such cases is therefore of interest, and few theorems are devoted to it. The problem is actually very close (almost equivalent, in fact) to the problem of perfection of power methods, which was investigated in the past.
Thus, Zeller [21] found that Abel's method is perfect. Ryll-Nardzewski [12] proved that Borel's method is perfect. Wlodarski and Ryll-Nardzewski [17] proved that P is perfect if p < oo andpk> 0 (k = 0,1,...), and finally, Birkholc investigated the case p = oo, pk > 0 (k = 0,1,... ). He found in [2] the connection between the problem of perfection and the so-called (M)
property of P(x) (see §2.3.3 below) and used it to solve the problem completely in [3] (for the case p = oo, pk > 0). We slightly generalize those results and formulate them suitable for our purpose. The problem is satisfactorily solved for the case p < oo with P restricted only by the condition 2*» ^0 l/k = oo. The case p = oo is more difficult and is satisfactorily solved only for regular power methods with pk ¥= 0 for almost all k.
The main results, which deal with characterization of the relation cp Ç cw D mw are formulated in two stages. First the matrix methods W that satisfy cf* C n^, are characterized. It turns out that they coincide with those which satisfy cp Q m». Then conditions are formulated which characterize the methods W that satisfy in addition cp Ç cw. These additional conditions are simple in form if U (see above) is fundamental in cp. However it is shown that in some interesting cases this is not so. Hence we apply a slightly more complicated, but also more general, approach which enables us to solve the problem in greater generality.
The above-mentioned main results solve the inclusion problem completely with only one restrictive condition which the power method P should satisfy: 2*^0 lA = °°-The complementary case, 2*^,40 'A < °°> remains open.
It should be noted that in many instances our proofs could be greatly simplified if the discussion is restricted to regular power methods with p < oo. The case p = oo is essentially more difficult (even if pk > 0, k = 0, 1, ... ) and nonregularity introduces more difficulties which force the proofs to be longer and more complex.
2. Definitions and statement of results. 2.1. Some definitions. 2.1.1. Matrix methods of limitation. Let W = (wxk) (x E I, k = 0,1,... ) be an infinite matrix of complex numbers with 7 a subset of some topological space. Let *0 E I be a point of accumulation of 7 which has a denumerable basis of neighborhoods. A sequence j = {sk} of complex numbers is said to be W-convergent to o if the series CO Tw(s,x)= 2wxksk K=0 converges for all * G 7 and lim^^Cy, *) = a (x E I). In this case we write lim^i = a. The function Tw(s,x) is called the W-transform of s. We denote by cw the field of the method, i.e., the set of all sequences which are Wconvergent to a finite limit. By c^ we denote the set of all sequences which are ^-convergent to zero and by mw the set of all sequences whose Wtransforms exist and are bounded in 7.
This definition includes as particular cases both the Toeplitz methods, for which / is composed of a single sequence that converges to x0, and the semicontinuous methods for which / is composed of a finite or an infinite segment of real numbers, one of whose ends is x0. 2.1.2. Power methods of limitation. Let P(x) = 2a°=oPkx>l oe a complex series with radius of convergence 0 < p < oo and assume that P(x) ¥= 0 for 0<a<x<p.
A sequence í = {sk} of complex numbers is said to be Pconvergent to o if 2 Pkskxk xs convergent for all x E [a,p) and lim Tn(s,x) = o (x real)
x->p-p where Tp(s,x) = 'Ekx'=s0pkskxk/P(x) (a < x < p) is the P-transform of s. We write o = lim s. This is obviously a particular case of a matrix method. The sets cy, cw, mw will be denoted in this case by cp°\ cp,mp. In most of the results of this paper P is required to satisfy the additional condition
This, however, is not considered a part of the edfinition of a power method.
The following are examples of some well-known power methods:
A-Abel's method. P(x) = 1/(1 -x), a = 0, p = 1.
B-Borel's exponential method. P(x) = ex, a -0, p = oo.
AyAbel type methods. P(x) = (1 -x)"1-\ X > -1, a = 0, p = 1 (see Jakimovski [1] and Borwein [4] ).
Lor A_x-logarithmic method.
P(x) = logl/(l-jc), a>0,p=l (see Borwein [5] ).
(B, a, bV-Borel type methods.
a>0, -oo<A<oo, aN + b>0, a > 0, p = oo (see Borwein [6] ).
2.1.3. Functions of bounded variation. Every function whose variation is bounded in some finite or infinite interval is assumed throughout to be continuous to the right at all points of this interval, with the possible exception of its ends. This convention does not include functions which arise as the outcome of a limiting process. Such functions might be of bounded variation but not continuous to the right. (ii)ßk --pk ff (tk/P(t))dg(t) (k = 0,l,...). 2.3.7. Remark. Considering the interesting cases in which U is fundamental in c. the question arises whether this set constitutes a Schauder basis in cp. Unfortunately this is not so and we prove the following: Let (2.1.1) be satisfied and assume e(/) E cp (I = 0, 1,... ). Neither U' nor U is a Schauder basis in cp.
To complete this set of theorems, we cite the following result due to Birkholc, which is used later to deduce Theorem 2.3.5 from Theorem 2.3.4 and might be helpful in other cases also. •'-00 7/t> ¿s a« entire function of the form
It is of some interest to note the following: 2.3.9. Remark. Let p= oo and let <px(t), <f>2(t) be complex valued and continuous. If<t>x(t) has the (M {kj})property and [ea, + oo) and <f>x(et)/4>2(t) is bounded in [a, +00) for some e > 0 then <i>2 has the (M{k¡)) property in 2.4.6. Theorem. Let U be fundamental in c and assume that c Q mw. In order that c Q cw it is necessary and sufficient that (iii) The limit lim^^ wxk (x E I) exists and is finite jor all k E (0,1,...}.
(iv) The limit linv^^ 2*°=0 wxk (x ^ I) exists and is finite. Ij U' is jundamental in c (see Theorem 2.3.2) then (iii) is already sufficient.
2.4.7. Remark. In order to show how essential is the fundamentality of U for the validity of the previous theorem we prove the following:
Let (2.1.1) be satisfied and let U be included in c but not jundamental there. There exists a matrix method W, which satisfies conditions (i),..., (iv) oj Theorems 2.4.1 and 2.4.6 but cp g cw.
Corollary.
In order that ca Q mw D cw (ca is the field of Abel's method) it is necessary and sufficient that W = C + D where
(ii)a |a^| < Rrk, r < 1 ix 6 /, k -0,1,...), and conditions (iii) and (iv) of Theorem 2.4.6 hold. Ij U' is Jundamental in cp then (iii)c is already sufficient.
Theorems 2.4.1 and 2.4.6 give conditions for the inclusion c Q mw c\ cw in case U is fundamental in c. Remark 2.4.7 convinces us that the same conditions do not suffice if U is not fundamental in c . However according to Theorem 2.3.5 and Corollary 2.3.6 there exist interesting cases (such as (B, a, b) with a > 2) where U is not fundamental in cp. In order to include these cases we present below another, more general, approach to the inclusion problem.
2.4.11. Accumulation system. Let g = g(t) (a < / < p < oo) be some complex valued function and d = {dk} be some complex sequence. The couple (g, d) forms a system. Let {(g^, dx)\x E I), where gx = gx(t) and dx = (dxk), be a set of systems, (g, d) is called an accumulation system of the said set, at *0, if a sequence {*"} exists which satisfies: *" G 7 (n = 1, 2, ...),*" -» *0, g^t) -* g(t), dXa¿ -* dk, for all a < t < p and /: G (0, 1,... }. In this case g is called the accumulation function of {gx\x G 7} at *0, and d is called the accumulation sequence of {dx\x E I) at *0.
2.4.12. Theorem. Let P and W satisfy all the conditions mentioned in Theorem 2.4.1 and assume further that gx -0 in [rx,p], for all x E I. In order that cp C cw it is necessary and sufficient that a function g -g(t) and a sequence d = {dk} exist, which satisfy for every accumulation system (g,d) of{(gx,dx)\ x E I) at Xn the conditions 0) £?(') = g(t) almost everywhere in (r,p),
In this case every accumulation system (g, d) satisfies
\dQ\, 141,... < R, 141 < R\pkVk (k = m,m+l,...).
2.4.13. Remark. It is natural to ask whether condition (i) of the last theorem may be replaced by the simpler condition:
Unfortunately this is not so even in the simplest case where W is a Toeplitz method. A counterexample is given in §5.12.
2.4.14. Corollary. Let (2. This leads to a violation of (3.1) for/ = 2« + 1 and sufficiently large ß.
3.3. Lemma. Let Us) be linear functionals, over a linear subspace E ofcp, which satisfy the conditions \fj(s)\ < MjQj(s) (s £ E). (3.4) |77(*) -h(x)\ < e(x) (r < * < p).
Proof. The function H(z) will be defined as the limit of a sequence of polynomials Hn(z) = 2/=o ^m2*' (n = »»2,...). We choose first, arbitrarily for the time being, numbers tn > 0 (n = 1,2,... ) and r = r0 < rx < • • • < ^ -* p and put H0(z) = 2 C0iz*< = 2 c(zk> = «(z) (|z| < r0).
(=0 1=0
We proceed then to define 77j(z), H2(z), ... successively so that the following is satisfied sup \Hn(z) -Hn_x(z)\ < 2ft \Cni -Cn_Xj\rn% < en The existence of 7/,, follows from the existence of HH_X because we may define ,M=i^-lW-0<*<r"_" **W " UW-4-, < * < ra, and choose /7" as the polynomial approximating hn(x) in [0,/^], by Lemma 3.6. We may assume now that e" = E(rn) -E(rn+X) where £(*) is any real valued, strictly decreasing function which satisfies E(rx ) < e, E(p -0) = 0, E(x) < e(*) (/•<*< p). Now, 77/z) = 77,(z)+ 2 (Jär.CrJ-^iz)). For |z| < rn_x we get from (3.5) that |77"(z) -77n_,(z)| < en, and since
2" £" -2" (£(^) -£(/"+,)) < oo it follows that 2^=2 (^»W -Hn_x(z)) is
uniformly convergent in |z| < M, provided M < p. This means that for all Af < p the sequence 77,(z) is uniformly convergent in |z| < M and therefore This proves (3.3).
Let r < x < p. There exists some « for which rn_x < * < rn. By (3.5) and Clearly g is admissible if it is constant in [r, p) for some r < p. We shall see (Lemma 3.14) that this condition is also necessary under some fairly general restrictions.
3.11. Lemma. Let (2.1.1) be satisfied. Ifg(i) is admissible in cf> and Pkfa(tk/P('))dg(t) Proof. Denote yk = pkSf (tk/P(t))dg(t) (k = 0,1,2,...). Since (3.9) is satisfied and since g is admissible we have faP~ Tp(s,t)dg(t) = fa~ (îoPksktk/P(t))dg(t) = Jo yksk (s E cf ).
Hence the result follows from Lemma 3.9.
3.12. Lemma. Let (2.1.1) be satisfied. 7/2r=o 1ksk = ® for all s G cf>, where {yk) satisfies (3.9), then yk = 0 (k = 0,1,... ).
Proof. Had all the sequences e^ = (0,.. .,0,1,0,...) been in cy the proof would have been trivial. Nevertheless, it follows from Lemma 3.7 that analytic functions P(z) exist which do not possess a limit 1/P(p -0). For such Let now s E cy. There exists a sequence which tends to s of sequences &■"' E c (n = 1,2,...) which are finite linear combinations of terms of U. We may write s(n) = /(n) + a"e where a" = limps{n\ Since lim, is a continuous functional we have a" -» 0, hence r(n) -» s. But obviously r(n) G cp(0) are finite linear combinations of terms in U' so (a) is proved.
(b) Since lim^e^ = limx_1p-p¡xl/P(x) is finite for all / and differs from zero for some / it is necessary that p is finite and the limit 1/P(p -0) exists and # 0. (tk'/P(t))dg(t) = 0(rk>) (a<r<p, £ \dg(t)\ < oo, / ^ oo) and denote yk = pkK(tk/P(t)) dg(t) (k = 0,l,...). Obviously (3.9) is satisfied. The functional l*J < kk\ + \Pk\Nrk f \dgn(t)\ < L\Pkrk\ + \pk\NrkL -R\pk\rk.
Ja
Therefore we may deduce from Lemma 3.12 that \ßk\ = \Ônk\ < R\pk\rk (k = m,m+l,...,n).
Since « may be arbitrarily increased (2.2.2) follows.
3.14. Lemma. Let (2.1.1) be satisfied and let g be some Junction oj bounded variation in [a, p). g is admissible in cp0' if and only ijg = const in [r, p)jor some r<p.
Proof. Sufficiency is obvious. Let us prove necessity. We denote ßk -~Pk f (<k/P(t))dg(t) (k = 0,1,...).
Since g is admissible 2 ßksk converges for all s E cp°>. Therefore Theorem 2(a) ) and therefore/(j) = 0 for all s E cp°\ It follows, then, from Lemma 3.9, that g = const in [r, p). 4 .5. Proof of Remark 2.3.9. Let r°_ itkiM))dg(t) = 0(rk<) (/ -> oo, a < r < oo, jH" \dg(t)\ < oo\ Defining h(et) = /' (<bx (e9)/<?2(9))dg(0) (a < t < oo)
we get f~ (t*'/*, (t)) dh(r) = OKw)**] (/ ^ oo).
Thus the (MÍA:,}) property of fy implies A(t) = const for t G [er, +oo). Hence g(/) = const for t E [r, + oo).
4.6. Proof of Theorem 2.3.5. Since P is regular, a finite number of pk's might be changed without essentially affecting the method. We may assume, then, that pk ¥= 0 for all k. Let us denote P(s) = 2^°=o Ip*I-**-Since P is a Proof. Had we shown that \E,q¡,q\ is an FK space the continuity of q in [E, qj\ would follow from the uniqueness of an FK topology in a given space. The only difficulty rests in the proof of the completeness of this space. Let, then, {$'"} be any Cauchy sequence in the seminorms q and a-(j = 0,1,... ). Since [E,qJ] is complete {r''} has some limit within the space, denote by s. All we have to show is that q(sx-1' -s) -* 0 (I -* oo). However, {Tw(s^',x)) is a Cauchy sequence in the Banach space of all bounded functions in /. Hence it has a limit, T(x) (the convergence is uniform). But for any x E I, Tw(-,x) is a continuous functional in [E,qJ\. Therefore lim^^ Tw(s^l',x) = Tw(s,x) so we have Tw(s,x) = T(x), which completes the proof. and only values ojk with pk ¥= 0 are considered.
Proof. If cp Q mw then 2a: wxksk converges for all s E cp and x E I.
Therefore by Theorem 2.2.4, v^ < p (* G 7). Hence 15^^^ < p (* G 7).
Assume that Jimx w^ < p (* G 7). This implies the existence of a subset J of 7 which has *0 as accumulation point and satisfies \wxk\ < Lx\pk\ak, a < p (x EJ,pk^ 0). By Theorem 2.4.1 we have, then, for A: > m: fcjPkC(tk/P(t))dgx(t) <Lx\Pk\ak + R\pk\rk, a < p, r < p.
Hence by Lemma 3.11 we see that actually Ic^l < M\pk\bk, b = max(a,r} < p (* G J, k = 0,1,... ) where M is independent of *. So we may write k*l < krti + k*l < (^ + *)kl¿* = n\Pk\bk and we see that the F-transform of s is actually identical with the «/-transform of s where W is the raw-finite and regular sequence-to-sequence Toeplitz method with the matrix wnk = vnk -vnJc+x. Obviously c£0) £ mw which is in contradiction with Theorem 2.4.4.
5.6. Lemma. Let E be an FK space and let {fn} be a sequence of continuous linear functionals on E. 7/lim"_>00j^(j) exists for all terms s of some fundamental set in E and if the sequence {fn(s)) is bounded for all s E E then the limit f(s) = limn_>00/,(j) exists for all s E E and is a continuous linear functional in
E.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. For proof of a more general theorem see Dunford and Schwartz [7, II, 1.18] . See also Köthe [9] . where a < Xx < X2 < * * • < Ay-"* P-Hence J(s) = |o ßksk + ßxn îPksk £ (tk/P(t))dg(t) +ßmgoßpkskX;/PiXj) and we see that acutally/(i) = limzs where */k = ßk+PkC {tk/nt))dg(t) + ßPkXk/P(Xj) (/= 1,2.*-0,1,...).
Wlodarski's theorem is thus proved. Now, if U is not fundamental in cp there exists a continuous linear functional /, which vanished over U but not completely over cp. By Wlodarski's theorem there exists a Toeplitz matrix Z such that lim^i = /(s) for all s E cp. We split the index set / into two disjoint subsets-/ = / u A-in such a way that J is composed of one convergent sequence x¡ -» x0 and K has *0 as an accumulation point. Then we define a matrix which implies (ii) by Lemma 3.12.
Sufficiency. From Lemma 5.9 it follows that {gx\x E /} has at least one accumulation function at x0. We may assume with no loss of generality that g is that accumulation function and hence has finite variation. In order to finish the proof it suffices to show that every sequence xn E I in = 1,2,...) such that xn -* x0 includes a subsequence xn.(i = 1,2,... ) which satisfies for all sec. 
